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1 Introduction

While the field of NLP used to be dominated by
recurrent models such as the LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997), current state-of-the-art
models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) use
Transformer architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017) as
the basic building block. Transformers do away
with recurrence and are based solely on attention
mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2016) instead. Why
attention-based mechanisms perform better than re-
current models is still an open question. Recurrent
models don’t lend themselves well to parallelliza-
tion, which constrains them to smaller datasets. It
has not yet been tested whether a recurrent model
trained on the same amount of data as an attention-
based model will yield similar performance gains.
While Vaswani et al. (2017) show that Transform-
ers are better able to deal with long-range depen-
dencies between words than recurrent models, hu-
mans do process language in an incremental and
recurrent fashion.

To better understand the difference between
these two paradigms, we need to take a look at
how they represent language. It has been shown
that natural language processing systems benefit
immensely from learning good representations of
language (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,
2014). While deep models that compute contex-
tualized word representations (Peters et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2018) have reached state-of-the-art
performance, what these representations encode
largely remains a mystery. To this end, probes have
been designed to find out whether learned repre-
sentations encode linguistic information (Conneau
et al., 2018; Hupkes et al., 2018).

To probe sub-sentence level linguistic phenom-
ena such as part-of-speech (POS) tags and corefer-
ence, Tenney et al. (2019) introduce edge probing.
Hewitt and Manning (2019) go a step further by

introducing structural probes, which test whether
entire syntax trees are embedded in deep represen-
tations’ vector geometry.

However, probes do not always faithfully show
to what degree a representation encodes some lin-
guistic feature. Hewitt and Liang (2019) introduce
control tasks to differentiate the encoding of lin-
guistic information from the probe’s ability to learn
any supervised task. Using control tasks, we can
define a better metric for how much information
a representation encodes than predictive accuracy:
selectivity. Models with higher selectivity better
encode the information we’re probing for.

Our contribution is to investigate to what extent,
and in what way, the representations of recurrent
models, in particular Gulordava et al. (2018)’s lan-
guage model, and attention-based models, in par-
ticular a distilled verision of GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019), encode syntax, using POS tagging probes
and structural probes. Here we list our major find-
ings:

• Representations learnt by our recurrent model
have better selectivity for POS tag classifi-
cation task than our attention-based model.
This implies that LSTM representations better
encode POS tag information than attention-
based ones.

• For POS tagging, selectivity increases in
deeper layers for both the recurrent and
attention-based models. To understand this
phenomenon, we propose an information the-
ory based explanation.

• Recurrent models also seem to encode syn-
tax tree information to a higher degree than
attention-based models.



2 Methods

2.1 Probes and Control Tasks
To probe a representation for a feature, we gen-
erally ask the following question: how predictive
is the representation for that feature? The better
we are able to predict that feature, the more that
feature should be encoded in the representation.
To answer that question, we specify a probe or di-
agnostic classifier (Hupkes et al., 2018): a very
simple classifier f that predicts a feature t := f(h)
from a given word representation h. In the context
of POS tagging, t would be a POS tag. We want
the classifier to be as simple as possible, to avoid it
learning more than the representation encodes.

However, it is still possible for the probe to learn
the task from the task supervision itself, without
necessarily using that specific feature’s informa-
tion. Control tasks (Hewitt and Liang, 2019) con-
trol for this possibility by introducing a baseline:
predicting random labels. Control tasks define a
control behavior C(v) that assigns a random label
to a word type v. Words of the same type do get
assigned the same label.

The performance of the probe on the random
task indicates its ability to learn any task through
supervision. Our new measure for how much a rep-
resentation encodes, selectivity, is then defined as
the difference in performance on the real task and
the random task. A larger selectivity indicates that
the representation encodes the feature to a larger
degree.

2.2 Structural Probes
Compared to predicting POS tags, representing en-
tire syntax trees should intuitively require richer
syntactic representations, as they include direction
and hierarchy. Structural probes (Hewitt and Man-
ning, 2019) test to what degree a network’s repre-
sentation space can represent syntax trees. They
do this by trying to find a distance measure on the
original space that best corresponds to distance in
tree space: the number of edges between tree nodes.
The existence of such transformations verifies the
presence or encoding of syntax tree structure in the
original representation space.

Let h`
i ∈ Rd be a hidden representation gener-

ated by a model for wi, word i, in sentence `. Any
distance metric in vector space can be parameter-
ized by first projecting h to another space with a
rank k linear transformation B ∈ Rk×d, and tak-
ing the inner product in that space. We can then

write the (squared) distance between two hidden
representations h`

i and h`
j under the inner product

induced by B as:
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Through gradient descent, we learn the transforma-
tion matrix B so that distances between represen-
tations approximate distances between tree nodes:
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where |sl| is the length of the sentence, dT `(w`

i , w
`
j)

indicates the number of edges between words w`
i

and w`
j in the parse tree, and i, j index words in the

same sentence.
To measure success in this task, undirected un-

labeled attachment score (UUAS)—the percent of
undirected edges placed correctly against the gold
tree—is used. This measure is calculated by first
constructing a minimum spanning tree from pre-
dicted tree distances.

Besides structural probes for distance between
nodes, Hewitt and Manning (2019) also test
whether network representation spaces encode tree
depth. They again learn a linear transformation B
such that the squared norm ‖Bh‖2 approximates
tree depth.

3 Experiments and Results

We compare representations of attention-based
model distilGPT-2 (Sanh et al., 2020), a distilled
version of GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), using Wolf
et al. (2020)’s implementation, and Gulordava et al.
(2018)’s LSTM language model based on how they
encode POS tags and constituency parse trees. For
a fairer comparison, we choose the attention-based
model GPT-2 as, like the LSTM, it is autoregres-
sive.

Extracting Representations We extract repre-
sentations of tokens in the Universal Dependencies
English Web Treebank (EWT) (Ann Bies et al.,
2012), consisting of 254,830 word tokens across
16,624 sentences of web text, with no additional
pre-processing. Since GPT-2 constructs represen-
tations from word pieces, subword vectors are
aligned with EWT tokens, with each EWT token’s
representation computed as the average of its sub-
word representations. This therefore represents a
lower-bound on GPT-2’s performance. Each word



(a) Gold Tree Distance (b) DistilGPT-2 Predicted Distance (c) LSTM Predicted Distance

Figure 1: Visualizations of gold standard distance matrix and predicted distance matrices.

Table 1: POS Tag Classification Results. Best selectiv-
ity shown in boldface.

Recurrence Attention
Test Accuracy 89.17% 90.58%
Control Accuracy 62.09% 73.51%
Selectivity 27.08% 17.07%

is assigned one of 17 POS tags. Tokens are run
through the models sentence by sentence, and rep-
resentations are given by the models’ hidden acti-
vations. For each sentence, the LSTM’s encoder is
initialized using a “. <EOS>” sequence.

For training probing classifiers, we use the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2017) with a learning
rate of 0.001, and train until the validation loss has
stopped improving for 3 epochs.

3.1 POS Tagging

For the POS tagging task, train by mapping each
representation h to a probability over POS tags
using one linear layer, taking a softmax, and mini-
mizing cross entropy. We use a batch size of 256.

We report POS tag accuracy on the test set for the
best layer, according to selectivity, of each model,
and their respective control task, in Table 1. We ob-
serve that while the attention-based model reaches
a higher performance on the task, its selectivity is a
lot lower than its counterpart. This is very interest-
ing, as it seems to imply that POS tag information is
encoded to a higher degree in the recurrent model’s
representations than in the attention-based model’s
representations, even though its performance on
the task is (slightly) worse.

Since different layers of the models may encode
information differently, we extract representations

from each layer. The POS tag accuracy on the test
set for each layer of both models, and their respec-
tive control tasks, is shown in Figure 2. Notably, we
see that control accuracy decreases as layer index
increases for both models. We provide possible rea-
sons for this in Section 4. For both models, the last
layer yields the highest selectivity. GPT’s perfor-
mance slightly increases in higher layers, whereas
the LSTM’s performance decreases.
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Figure 2: POS tag accuracy across GPT and LSTM lay-
ers, including their corresponding control accuracies.

3.2 Structural Edge Probing

For the structural probing task, we map a sequence
of representations h` from a sentence ` to a pre-
dicted distance for each pair of tokens in the sen-
tence as in Equation (1). We create a minimum
spanning tree from these distances to calculate
UUAS between the reconstructed tree and the gold
parse tree. We minimize the loss given by Equation
(2). We also use squared norm of representations to
predict parse tree depth, as in Section 2.2. For the
depth task, we report Kendall’s tau, a tie-adjusted
Spearman correlation measure, between real and
predicted tree depths. We use a batch size of 24.



Table 2: Structural and Tree Depth Probe Results. Best
scores shown in boldface.

Recurrence Attention
Structure: UUAS 67.39% 65.44%
Depth: Kendall’s tau 56.20% 59.80%

We report UUAS and Kendall’s tau on the test
set for the final layer of each model in Table 2. We
observe that the recurrent model performs better on
the structure task and the attention model performs
better on the depth task. This is an interesting re-
sult, as we would expect a model better at encoding
the whole tree to be better at encoding depth as
well. However, we found that the correlation mea-
sure tends to stay the same even over relatively
large differences in error between predicted and
real distances, so we are unsure how reliable these
kinds of correlation measures are as performance
metrics for this task.

To better understand how well these models can
reconstruct parse trees, we plot the gold and pre-
dicted tree distance matrices in Figure 1. The first
matrix shows the actual parse tree distances and the
rest shows the parse tree distances as reconstructed
by DistilGPT-2 and the LSTM. Although not per-
fect, we can see that the overall tree structure is
captured very well in the reconstructions.

4 Discussion

Related work use probes (Hupkes et al., 2018; Ten-
ney et al., 2019; Blevins et al., 2018) and structural
probes (Hewitt and Manning, 2019) to examine
learned neural network representations. To our best
knowledge, these techniques have not yet been used
to explicitly compare recurrent and attention-based
network representations.

Qualitative analysis of the POS tagging task
predictions reveals some interesting trends. The
attention-based model outperforms the recurrent
model on rare sequences and tokens such as URLs,
timestamps, email headers, internet chat lingo, mis-
spelled words (”exelent Job”) and unusual phrases
(”Backdrop stand.”). This is probably due to the
nature of the data the models were trained on -
DistilGPT-2 was trained on web-crawled text and
the LSTM was trained on wikipedia dumps. Since
DistilGPT-2 has been trained on larger amounts of
data, it can perform better on such outliers.

To our surprise, we find a higher correlation be-
tween sentence length and POS tag performance

for the recurrent model than for the attention-based
model. This goes against common knowledge
that recurrent models perform worse on longer se-
quences, but may also be an artifact of the dataset.

In Figure 2, we see that selectivity increases as
we move up the layers for both the recurrent model
and the attention-based model. Whereas POS tag
classification accuracy does not change very much
across the layers, control task accuracy does fall
drastically. One plausible answer can be derived
from an information theoretic point of view. As the
activations travel through the network, entropy in
the representations decreases as they become more
strongly biased away from a uniform distribution.
The presence of biases in deeper layers makes it
harder for the classifier to map them to random
labels.

Our approach does have some weaknesses. One
weakness is that we cannot draw any strong conclu-
sions from our structural probe experiments. While
we do find that the recurrent model performs bet-
ter on this task in terms of UUAS, we do not yet
have a control task available for this specific task.
Without selectivity, we can’t infer whether that in-
formation is actually encoded to a larger degree
in the LSTM’s representations. Also, the metric
used to evaluate the quality of tree depth precision
is quite unstable, and may not be suitable for this
task, which make experiment results for the depth
task not as reliable as we would hope.

Another weakness is that our main conclusions
are drawn from POS tag experiments. While repre-
sentations do need to encode syntax for predicting
POS tags, it is not the hardest task out there. Ide-
ally, these experiments should be run on a larger
set of NLP tasks, such as other syntactic and even
semantic tasks.

5 Conclusion

Using probing methods, we compare syntactic rep-
resentations learned by recurrent and attention-
based models. Surprisingly, we find that recurrent
models capture POS tag and syntax tree informa-
tion to a higher degree than attention-based models
do. However, these conclusions do not hold as
strongly for syntax tree information, as there are
no control tasks for structural probes yet, and other
NLP tasks may yield different results. Interesting
directions for further work are therefore to explore
probing for other syntactic and semantic tasks, and
to design control tasks for these other tasks.
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